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Fabrizio Biviano’s sharply composed still lifes stage incongruous pairings that bring together past and present, self
and other. Drawing from the traditions of Dutch still life painting, as well as graphic design aesthetics and
autobiographical motifs, the works harness the symbolic currency of objects to explore notions of time, loss and
consumption. Commonplace items, such as paper coffee cups, books and flora, are rendered with loose yet refined
brushwork to evoke the dualities of transience and permanence; absence and presence.
The paintings in ‘Love Song Dedications’ continue Biviano’s self-referential approach to the still life genre. Carefully
configured arrangements of private objects are amplified against painterly, colourless spaces, welding the viewer’s
focus to the foreground. This is a personal show for Biviano, who reflects on the misconceptions and expectations
that have plagued his own relationships, previous and current. Incorporating, for the first time, vintage and replica
decorative plates sourced from second-hand shops, the artist explores the fraught representations of relationships
that pervade Western visual culture. The courting couples and love stories adorning these mass-produced
Rococo-inspired Fragonard plates are symptoms of a cultural fallacy that perpetuates impossible idylls of romantic
love. ‘Where does the yardstick of how we expect relationships to be come from?’ questions the artist. The Fragonard
Courting Couple, which has continued as a motif to this day, symbolises a union that is impossible to attain yet
perpetually sought.
Film and music culture has also played a formative role in Biviano’s new series, buttressing the Fragonard love
stories as vehicles of romantic idylls. Golden oldies from the artist’s adolescent years in the ‘80s sugar-coat the
bitter reality of broken relationships. These nostalgic pop hits subliminally shape the way we navigate life, their shiny
clichéd lyrics bombarding us with utopian visions of perfect love that leave no room for loss. Resonating with the
artist is a line from the film High Fidelity that sums up the symbiotic connection between popular culture and human
psychology: ‘Did I listen to pop music because I was miserable? Or was I miserable because I listened to pop
music?’

‘I spend a lot of time thinking about the past’, reflects Biviano, who incorporates nostalgic items from his studio to
comment on spent time. Many of the paintings in ‘Love Song Dedications’ contain looser brushstrokes than previous
works as he harnesses the immediacy of the present. Building on the Vanitas traditions of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, the compositions are embedded with personal and cultural references to contemporary life.
Books, CDs and porcelain plates stand in stark contrast to disposable coffee cups, masking tape and scruffy native
florals, forming tacit dialogues between endurance and transience. He explains, ‘we are merely custodian of objects –
we don’t truly own anything’, commenting on the way an object’s wear and tear functions as tangible traces of lost
moments – the spectral presence of its previous owner. Notions of consumption mingle with reflections on mortality
and obsolescence as the artist responds to our materialist milieu, reworking the traditions of the still life genre into a
contemporary portrait of the futility of pleasure, the plight of relationships and the ephemerality of beauty.
Biviano completed a Masters of Fine Art from Monash University in 2014. An art instructor by day, he maintains a
tireless dedication to his practice. Biviano was a finalist in the inaugural Evelyn Chapman Art Award at S.H. Ervin
Gallery (2018) and the Eutick Memorial Still Life Award (2018). He was also a finalist in the renowned Arthur Guy
Memorial Prize for Painting (2015), the Paul Guest Prize for Drawing (2014) and the Belle Arti, Chapman and Bailey
Art Award (2010). His work features in the collections of Artbank and the Latrobe University Museum of Art and many
private collections in Australia, the USA and the UK.

Is my timing that flawed?
oil on canvas
122.5 x 183 cm
$8,500

No rhythm in cymbals, no tempo in drums
oil on canvas
112 x 96.5 cm
$5,500

I miss the thunder, I miss the rain
oil on canvas
152 x 183 cm
$9,800

Empty lake, empty streets, the sun goes down alone
oil on canvas
122.5 x 183 cm
$8,500

It was a party night, it was the end of school
oil on canvas
122.5 x 102 cm
$6,500

Punt Road, death of a ladies man
oil on canvas
122.5 x 102 cm
$6,500

Rain falling down on the street outside, and where you are it's nighttime
oil on canvas
152 x 183 cm
$9,800

Hey, that's no way to say goodbye
oil on canvas
122.5 x 102 cm
$6,500

We are far too young and clever
oil on canvas
122.5 x 183 cm
$8,500

Is it wrong to wish on space hardware?
oil on canvas
112 x 96.5 cm
$5,500

Somewhere between hope and disappointment (disappointment)
mixed media
80 x 80 x 100 cm (approx.)
$1,200

Somewhere between hope and disappointment (hope)
mixed media
80 x 80 x 100 cm (approx.)
$1,200
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